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T
here are weekends when all you want is 
a lazy dose of sea and sand – and plenty 
of spots in Dubai or Abu Dhabi offer just 
that sort of easy getaway. But then there 

are those times when a little adventure is what the 
doctor ordered. Away from its epic sandscapes, the 
UAE’s less exposed eastern region is marked by 
geography just as dramatic as swathes of rolling 
dunes: Long stretches of straight desert highway are 
replaced by winding mountain roads exciting enough 
to rouse the rally driver hiding within. And so I found 
myself in the driver’s seat of a Maserati Quattroporte 
S, embarking on a journey away from familiar 
landscapes toward distant purple-grey mountains. 

Crossing hills and valleys,  
Laurel Munshower drives along  

the Arabian Peninsula’s more  
understated east coast
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The Hajar mountain range, 
running from the Musandam 
Peninsula along the east coast 
to Muscat, creates a dramatic 
backdrop in Hatta
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Road trip

Clockwise 
from top left: 
Rugged Omani 
roads; Hatta 
Fort Hotel’s 
green lawns 
come with 
uninterrupted 
views of 
the Hajar 
Mountains; 
tents equipped 
with beds at 
Hatta Fort Hotel 
offer a modern 
camping 
experience;  
the hotel’s 
archery centre

Heading east from Dubai to Hatta, the 
at-first predictable desert roads allowed me 
to get familiar with my sleek steed before 
graduating to rougher terrain. Undeniably 
luxurious but minus the ostentation, the car’s 
graceful body, GranTurismo-inspired bonnet 
and distinctive chrome-bordered grille give it a 
sporty oomph in both handling and style that’s 
usually difficult to achieve in a sedan. Inside, 
the ventilated leather seats, Bowers & Wilkins 
surround sound system, a large touchscreen 
display and rich maple-wood accents set the 
tone for a sumptuous expedition through four 
emirates and two countries. A co-pilot – or a 
couple of back-seat drivers – would be equally 
comfortable in the spacious four-seat set-up, 
with ample legroom and individual ventilation, 
heating and seat adjustment controls.

Crafted at the same factory as Ferrari’s 
engines in Maranello, Italy, the three-litre 
twin-turbo V6 engine under the hood doesn’t 
hesitate as my foot lightly touches the pedal 
and I begin to glide down the E44 with the 
power of 410 horses propelling me forth. 
Purring softly –  the Quattroporte doesn’t 
intrude with the brazen ripping noise often 
heard as supercars rev up on Sheikh Zayed 
Road, instead retaining a tasteful, grown-up 
volume level – the car is nonetheless ready to 
kick up the pace a notch or two, but given the 
morning traffic I let a calmer procession prevail. 

As the traffic dissipates so does the  
desert sandscape, and the flat scenery  
beyond the windows gives way to a craggier 
landscape, bordered by sharp mountain 
silhouettes. Just under an hour-and-a-half after 
departing, I pull into the enclave of Hatta, 
nestled in the Hajar Mountains. 

Despite being easily accessible from  
home, the cosy Hatta Fort Hotel (doubles from 
AED 497; 00971-4-809 9333, jaresortshotels.com) 
feels like another world. With views of the 
surrounding peaks, the chalet-style resort offers 
a number of activities, like 4x4 excursions to 
natural wadi pools. But I choose, instead, to 
try my hand at the time-old sport of archery. 
Given my history with darts – hint: spectators 
take cover – I wasn’t expecting much, but with 
the instructor’s careful directions, the arrows 
pierce the target with surprising accuracy. 
My next target is lunch, which I find at the 
hotel’s shaded Café Gazebo: a light mozzarella 
and tomato panini and fresh pineapple juice, 
consumed while considering the mountain 
route to coastal Kalba.

From Hatta, the curving passages that were carved  
into mountain walls to form the Sharjah-Kalba Road are  
a worthy test for the Quattroporte (which has, so far, had  
it easy). I grip the wood-trimmed wheel, curious about  
just how well the car will perform in this new environment. 
It doesn’t break a sweat. Highly responsive steering and 
50:50 weight distribution effortlessly bring the vehicle 
around tight corners and I gain a confidence rarely felt 
during mountain drives. Having conquered this new 
terrain, we zip through and exit the Wadi Al Helo  
tunnel to be greeted with sudden views of Kalba on  
the sparkling Gulf of Oman.

From here, driving north, the coastal road is 
straightforward. Fortunately, interesting sights along the 
way break up the journey and offer an opportunity to 
stretch the legs. The first stop is Kalba Fort (sdci.gov.ae), 
Sharjah’s sea-facing defence built somewhere between 

150-200 years ago. The two-storey structure is currently 
being renovated with the intent to make it a more polished 
historical site within the next year, but it’s still worth 
pausing to study the imposing stone-and-adobe exterior 
and thin, vertical mezaghils (shooting stations). About a 
40-minute drive further, I sink my toes into the soft sands 
of charming Khor Fakkan Beach, with the Musandam 
Peninsula visible in the hazy distance. You can head into 
the calm turquoise water on a banana boat – or above it with 
a parasail – but a gentle stroll down the quiet waterfront is 
just as worthwhile. A short 10km farther up the road, in the 
emirate of Fujairah, is Al Badiyah Mosque (fujairahtourism.
ae). Dating back to the 15th century, the UAE’s oldest 
extant mosque is aesthetically unlike any house of worship 
I’ve seen in the region. Stout with four helical domes, and 
constructed out of mud bricks and smooth whitewashed 
plaster, there’s an exoticism about it.

The southern end  
of quiet Khor Fakkan 

Beach. Right: Al Badiyah 
Mosque is still used today 

by Fujairah’s residents

Kalba Fort is one of 
Sharjah’s important 

historical sites. Right: Small 
boats at Khor Fakkan 

Beach are available for 
short tours of the area
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Back on the road and 30 minutes later, we are at 
the border, at Dibba, about to enter Oman’s dramatic 
Musandam Peninsula. This particular region has been 
inhabited since the Stone Age and it’s easy to see why: the 
crystalline sea teems with marine life, fresh spring water 
spills out from wadis to irrigate farms and the ruggedly 
picturesque mountains backing the coast create a beautiful 
backdrop. Grey earth turns to rich red as I take off down a 
dusty unpaved road toward the last stop for the day.

After spending all that quality time in rather plush 
style, the accommodation for the night at Six Senses  
Zighy Bay (villas from AED 3,960; 00968-2673 5555, 
sixsenses.com) has a lot to stack up to. Leaving my faithful 
ride at the entry gate – the Quattroporte has many features 
but high ground clearance is not one – I switch to an  
SUV to take on the mountain’s steep hairpin turns and 
arrive at this retreat in a secluded cove. Inspired by Omani 
summer houses, the spacious stone-and-wood villa I’m 
ushered into comes equipped with a private plunge pool,  
a bed that would have had the princess of pea fame 
sleeping until noon and a large outdoor shower – all  
perfect for decompressing after a long day of driving.  
As night falls, stars appear and shoot across a sky free of 
light pollution. Moving to Shua Shack for a traditional 
Omani feast, the oceanfront table is laden with prawns 
drizzled with garlic pomegranate, pastry-wrapped Akkawi 
cheese and succulent, falling-off-the-bone lamb that has 
been slow-cooked in a sand pit – the latter a delicacy 
served in the region during Eid celebrations. It’s an 
indulgent end to an adventurous day.

I wake the next morning to a sky splashed in vibrant 
shades of orange, yellow and pink as the sun emerges 
from behind the glassy sea. The road beckons, but I  
have one last thing to do before checking out: hit the  
spa. The Aloe Vera Ice Hammam sounds like a good  
way to refresh before the remainder of the day on 
the road. With ingredients harvested from the resort’s 
sizeable organic garden, a wash of aloe vera soap aids 
in exfoliation after which a chilly herbal mixture closes 
pores and renews the skin.

Reunited with the Quattroporte, I head back for the 
hills of the UAE, leaving a wake of red dust behind me. 
Happening upon a stretch of open road that gently follows 
the landscape’s contours, I press the “S” button on the 
car’s centre console. Surging into Sport mode, the growl 
intensifies, a burst of power thrusts us forward and I feel 
the steering take on a heightened level of response. In this 
mode, the Quattroporte can sprint from zero to 100kph 
in just 5.1 seconds, with the suggestion of more to come. 
Tempting though it was to go full warp-drive to its max 
speed of 285kph, responsibility – and the ever-present 
speed cameras – convince me to hold back as I make my 
way on the Dibba-Masafi Road.

More than simply the place where the local bottled 
water comes from, Masafi also hosts a lively Friday market. 
Amid a cacophony of colour, there’s something for just 
about everyone in this maze of stalls. Grab a cartoony 
inflatable orca for a family beach getaway; hydrate on 
the go with fresh coconut water; support local artisans by 
purchasing traditional Arabic terracotta pottery; or go on a 

Clockwise from top left: Tasteful, locally inspired décor gives Six Senses Zighy Bay an authentic feel; sports like parasailing and jet skiing (below),  
can be enjoyed at Khor Fakkan Beach; the Maserati Quattroporte S takes a break at a beachfront picnic spot near Kalba

Six Senses Zighy Bay’s 
Sense On The Edge is an 
ideal spot for a romantic 
seven-course meal

You can head into the calm turquoise water on a 
banana boat – or above it with a parasail – but a gentle 
stroll down the quiet waterfront is just as worthwhile
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brief jungle trek through the endless line of plant vendors. 
You could spend hours rummaging through wares piled 
high and find everything from trinkets to treasures.

All through the hour-long drive north on the E18 
toward the Arabian Gulf’s coast, the desert and the 
mountains lie side-by-side, split cleanly by the road 
running through: cragged peaks on the east side and sand 
to the west. This sense of contrast is mirrored along Ras Al 
Khaimah’s beaches, where a line of sparkling new resorts 
coexist with the laid-back vibe of the east coast.

Arriving at the towering Waldorf Astoria Ras Al Khaimah 
(doubles from AED 1,250; 00971-7-203 5555, waldorfastoria.
com), I’m led by my stomach through opulent, Arabian-
inspired interiors to Azure, where a Mediterranean lunch of 
creamy burrata and fresh seafood skewers complement the 
al fresco setting overlooking the large pool. 

It seems like a good idea to take advantage of the 
sun-kissed winter day and remain in the great outdoors. 
The 18-hole, 72-par championship course at Al Hamra 
Golf Club (00971-7-244 7474, alhamragolf.com) takes on a 

romantic quality in the afternoon as shadows from swaying 
palm trees fall long across the green. The course starts 
directly across from the Waldorf Astoria, and a theatrical 
view of the hotel beyond a lagoon – that looks serene but 
proves quite a challenge along the fairway – makes the  
par-five hole three a course highlight. This distractingly 
pretty setting also gives me a good excuse for not 
completing the hole within par. 

All good things must come to an end, and so I take  
the car from the valet and roar away on the trip’s final 
stretch. Whizzing down the E11, the gargantuan multi-
lane highway may lack the exhilarating effect of the 
mountain roads but it gives the car another chance to 
stretch its legs. As the sun sinks beyond travel-brochure-
ready red dunes, I reflect on the eastern region’s 
underestimated mountains and quiet coast, which I’m  
sure I only scratched the surface of. Inspired by the 
thought of what remains to be explored, by the time  
we pull into Dubai an hour later I’m already mapping  
my next weekend road trip of discovery.

Clockwise from top left: One of two pools at Hatta Fort Hotel; carpets come in every style, colour and size in Masafi’s market; a mule welcomes visitors to 
the Musandam Peninsula; a vibrant sunrise at Six Senses Zighy Bay; farms and mountains in Masafi; plants aplenty at the Friday market; views of Musandam 

from Khor Fakkan Beach; terracotta pottery and kitsch goods for sale in Masafi; kicking up dust while driving through the Musandam Peninsula

All through the hour-long drive toward the  
Arabian Gulf’s coast, the desert and the mountains lie  
side-by-side, split cleanly by the road running through: 

cragged peaks on the east side and sand to the west

Al Hamra Golf Club has a 
championship course in Ras 
Al Khaimah. Right: Grab a 
lounger on Waldorf Astoria 
Ras Al Khaimah’s well-
equipped private beach


